Postnatal programming of the innate immune response
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Synopsis A host’s defensive response to a pathogen is a phylogenetically ancient reaction that consists of a CNS-mediated series of autonomic, hormonal and behavioral responses that combine to combat infection. The absence of such defense results in greater morbidity and mortality and thus, these responses are essential for survival. The postnatal period represents a malleable phase in which the long-term behavior and physiology of the developing organism, including its immune responses, can be influenced. Postnatal challenge of the immune system by introduction of live replicating infections, or administration of bacterial and viral mimetics, can result in a multidomain alteration to the defenses of the adult host. Findings from our laboratory and others’ indicate that the postnatal administration of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or polyinosinic-polycytidylic acid (PolyI:C), which mimic bacterial and viral infections respectively, can influence the neuroimmune response (generation of fever and production of cytokines) to a second challenge to the immune system in adulthood. This long-lasting alteration in the innate immune response is associated with myriad other effects on the animal’s physiology and appears to be primarily mediated by a sensitized hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. Thus, a transient immunological perturbation to a developing animal may program the organism for subsequent health complications as an adult. In this review we discuss some of the potential mechanisms for these phenomena.

Introduction

The perinatal environment can be critical in programming many aspects of adult physiology. For example, smoking during pregnancy increases the likelihood of childhood asthma (Carlsen and Lodrup Carlsen 2005), emotional neglect during early life may lead to anxiety and depression in adulthood (Heim and Nemeroff 2001; Gilmer and McKinney 2003; McEwen 2003) and neonatal overfeeding may affect anxiety and stress responses in the long-term (Spencer and Tilbrook 2009). In rodents, Meaney and colleagues have demonstrated that parenting style, i.e. either high- or low-intensity nursing, can predict responses of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis to stress, and the performance by the offspring of cognitive tasks (Liu et al. 1997, 2000; Caldji et al. 1998). It can also produce long-term changes in their subsequent reproductive and parenting behavior (Francis et al. 1999; Champagne and Meaney 2001). Even an experience as subtle as a brief daily period of separation from the mother during postnatal life can lead to anxiety-like behaviors in adulthood, such as reduced exploration of novel environments (Kalinichev et al. 2002; Brake et al. 2004; Daniëls et al. 2004; Marin and Planeta 2004). The literature on long-term effects of psychological stress has been extensively and insightfully reviewed elsewhere (Weaver et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2006). However, increasing evidence now also suggests that neuroimmune stress resulting from exposure to a bacterial or viral challenge at crucial times during development can permanently alter some aspects of the innate immune response, and this phenomenon will be the focus of the present review.

The febrile response: an important component of the innate immune response

Whereas an acquired immune response requires prior exposure to an antigen in order to mitigate the pathogenic effects of a subsequent infection, an innate immune response is activated in response to an initial exposure to a pathogen (reviewed in Arancibia et al. 2007). An important component of the innate immune response is the generation of
fever, and pathogens that cause fever are often called pyrogens, derived from the Greek word pyros, meaning “to heat up”. The innate immune response is activated when molecular components of the invading pathogen bind to Toll-like receptors (TLRs) on circulating monocytes and tissue macrophages, such as the Kupffer cells in the liver. For example, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), the pyrogenic moiety of Gram-negative bacterial cell walls, mimics bacterial fever and inflammation by activating TLR4, while polyinosinic:polycytidylic acid (PolyI:C) is a synthetic double strand RNA that mimics a viral fever and immune response by activating TLR3. Activation of TLR4 stimulates a myeloid differentiation primary response gene (MyD88)-dependant pathway leading to the phosphorylation of inhibitory κB, which releases nuclear factor (NF)κB from its complex. This NFκB is then translocated to the nucleus of Kupffer cells (using the liver as an example) and of circulating immune cells where it initiates transcription of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)α, as well as anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1 receptor antagonist and IL-10 (Cartmell et al. 2003; Conti et al. 2004). Cytokines are released into the blood stream and bind to receptors on endothelial cells lining brain capillaries (Matsumura and Kobayashi 2004), and on cells of the circumventricular organ to stimulate cyclooxygenase (COX)-2, the rate-limiting enzyme in the conversion of arachidonic acid to prostaglandin (PG) E2. Compounds like LPS also initiate a complement cascade involving the local release of PGE2 which acts directly on peripheral nerves (the vagus nerve in particular) and other tissues to signal the brain (Blatteis et al. 2004; Blatteis 2007). In the brain, PGE2 then acts principally in the ventromedial preoptic area of the anterior hypothalamus, where it binds to EP3 receptors (Lazarus et al. 2007) to inhibit a population of gamma-aminobutyric acid inhibitory neurons and thus disinhibit downstream neural pathways that stimulate conservation of heat (reviewed in Morrison et al. 2008). Heat conservation occurs through cutaneous vasoconstriction and through reduction of sweating or panting. In addition, pathways that drive heat production are activated, stimulating metabolism in brown adipose tissue. The outcome of these actions is fever, a regulated increase in body temperature (Blatteis et al. 2000). Concurrent with the activation of these pro-inflammatory responses is an activation of an anti-inflammatory response mediated by activation of the HPA axis to release corticosterone and allow a more precise control of the inflammation (reviewed in Beishuizen and Thijs 2003).

Fever is part of the acute phase response that also includes sickness behaviors such as hyperalgesia, anhedonia, social withdrawal, anorexia, amnesia, inactivity and activation of the HPA axis (Dantzer and Kelley 2007). Peripheral immune activation also causes synthesis of cytokines and transcription factors within the brain (Laye et al. 1994; Rivest 2001). Therefore peripheral inflammation can result in a secondary, cytokine-mediated “mirror response” in the CNS, even in the absence of overt CNS infection. Pro-inflammatory cytokines like IL-1β, IL-6 and TNFα in the brain cause fever, but are also responsible for many of the ancillary sickness behaviors (Dantzer et al. 2008) through interactions with fundamental neurotransmitters, receptors and biosynthetic enzymes (Kent et al. 1992; Luheshi et al. 1996; Cartmell et al. 2001; Nadeau and Rivest 2001; Rivest 2001; Thibeault et al. 2001; Dunn 2006; O’Connor et al. 2009; Schafer’s and Sorkin 2008).

The ability to develop fever may be important for survival (Hart 1988). When animals of numerous species ranging from lizards and goldfish to mammals are prevented from developing a fever, they have higher pathogen loads and are more likely to die from the infection (Hart 1988; Kluger et al. 1998; Jiang et al. 2000). Fever is thought to increase survival ability by increasing body temperature enough to impair bacterial and viral proliferation and survival (Jiang et al. 2000). It also enhances some of the existing immune defense mechanisms of the host (reviewed by Roberts Jr 1991; Blatteis 2003). All mammals, including humans, are constantly challenged by pathogens and infectious agents from the environment, which are often neutralized without obvious detection. When we get sick, we usually recover without incident. Our acquired immune system is activated and produces antibodies that rapidly detect invading pyrogens and eliminates them, and our innate immune system causes fever generation and other sickness behaviors to further combat the invading pathogen. From our data and those of others, it now appears that an infection experienced during the perinatal period can impose permanent alterations to this innate immune response that may compromise our ability to fight infection.

**Postnatal programming of the innate immune response**

Several subtly different methodologies have been used by different groups to examine neonatal...
programming with an immune challenge. In general, these variations include the number of times and the ages at which the postnatal animals are exposed to LPS, or the use of a live bacterial infection (which can replicate and therefore has a much longer duration of action) rather than the LPS molecule. Thus, the severity of the stress, as well as the maturational state of both the immune and nervous systems will be very different and could account for a wide range of results. In terms of comparison to the human, a rodent pup of 3–5 days in age is probably developmentally equivalent to a third-trimester human fetus, whereas a more mature two-week-old pup may be more similar in development to a 6-months to 1- to 2-year-old child (Gottlieb et al. 1977; Avishai-Eliner et al. 2002).

Our experimental paradigm involves the administration of small amounts of the bacterial endotoxin LPS (E. coli; 100 μg/kg), or pyrogen-free saline for control, to postnatal day-old (P)14 Sprague-Dawley rats (Fig. 1A). This dose of LPS is sufficient to cause a mild fever (about 1–1.5°C) under the appropriate thermoneutral environmental conditions and resolves within 8 h as determined by measurement of core body temperature (Heida et al. 2004). Pups treated with LPS in this way do not show significant differences in weight gain during (Spencer et al. 2006c) or after (Spencer et al. 2007b) the postnatal period, or in maternal attention received compared to that of saline-treated littermates (Spencer et al. 2006c, 2007b). This is important because if the infant rats that received LPS were to vocalize or otherwise behave differently than their saline-treated littermates, this could lead to differences in quality or quantity of maternal attention, which could affect long-term physiology independently of the effects

![Fig. 1](A) Schematic of the experimental protocol, wherein LPS or saline is administered to postnatal day (P)14 pups. As adults, both groups are treated with LPS. (B) On the left is a schematic displaying important components of the innate immune response to LPS, which includes an elevation of body temperature mediated by COX-2, an elevation of circulating cytokines and an activation of NFκB. There is a tonic brake on various aspects of this pro-inflammatory response mediated by glucocorticoids. On the right is a depiction of how these responses are altered in adult rats that had been exposed at P14 to LPS. Fever, COX-2 induction, pro-inflammatory cytokines and activation of NFκB are all reduced due to an action of an amplified HPA axis leading to higher levels of glucocorticoids.
of an immune challenge (Meaney 2001). It should be noted that at least one group has seen acute reductions in body weight when LPS is given at younger ages (P3 and P5) (Walker et al. 2004). In other cases involving LPS administration at much younger ages to mice or to different strains of rats, differences in maternal attention have also been found (Hood et al. 2003; Walker et al. 2004); as these authors did not employ cross-fostering, it is difficult to differentiate between the effects of the immune stimulus and those of the altered maternal attention.

After weaning, pups receive standard specific pathogen-free husbandry until they are experimental subjects again at 8–10 weeks of age (i.e., as adults). Results from our laboratory have shown that a single peripheral injection of LPS on P14 results in an attenuated febrile response to the same LPS challenge later in life. This phenomenon has been seen by our group and others in both male and female rats of different strains (Boisse et al. 2004; Spencer et al. 2006b; Walker et al. 2006), as well as in mice (unpublished results). This attenuation can even be evoked in the absence of an elevation of temperature (fever) in the P14 pup (Boisse et al. 2004).

This programming of an attenuated neuroimmune response in adult rats occurs only when LPS is given at P14 or P21, but not at P7 or P28, and indicates a vulnerable developmental period when subtle immunological responses can permanently alter the innate immune system (Spencer et al. 2006c). The finding that there are “critical windows” during maturation when the organism is susceptible to programming by LPS has been seen in other paradigms (Galic et al. 2008; Spencer et al. 2008). It is interesting that in very young pups (P3 and P5) treated with LPS, a similar reduction in the adult febrile response was seen, suggesting either that there is another critical period at this (or even younger) ages or that it is the altered maternal behavior seen after LPS treatments at this young age that is responsible for the programming effect (Walker et al. 2006). Whatever the age tested, the phenomenon cannot be attributed merely to an extended “tolerance” phase that sometimes follows an immune challenge. The same attenuated fever is not seen if the initial LPS exposure is given in adulthood (or even as early as P28). Clearly there is something specific to the developmental period that is being affected by the LPS. This finding is also not attributable to an antibody-mediated effect. Antibodies to LPS are raised against the O-antigen portion, which is not conserved between species. When we repeated the experiment on postnatal-immune-challenge but used S. enteritidis LPS, which has a different O-antigen sequence, attenuated fever to E. coli LPS in adulthood was still seen (Boisse et al. 2004). Overall, there clearly are demarcated periods when LPS can modify innate immunity.

**Possible mechanisms underlying programming**

Reduced febrile responses in adulthood could be due to an inability to engage in heat production mechanisms, an alteration in the responsiveness to a central pyrogen such as PGE$_2$ or an alteration in the interaction of LPS with peripheral macrophages and the subsequent elaboration of cytokines. CNS responses appear unchanged in the neonatally programmed animals; responses to either central injection of PGE$_2$ or to peripherally injected IL-1β were unaltered (Boisse et al. 2004). Therefore these neonatally LPS-treated rats are capable of mounting robust fevers, but do not do so in response to LPS. However, postnatal LPS does affect circulating pro-inflammatory cytokine responses to a further LPS challenge and it is this difference that is likely responsible for the attenuated fever. Plasma concentrations of the pro-inflammatory cytokines, IL-1β, IL-6 and TNFα were attenuated after a second LPS challenge, in adulthood, in postnatally LPS-treated rats compared to saline-treated controls (Ellis et al. 2005). Interestingly, reduced cytokine levels after adult LPS were not seen if neonates had received LPS at P3 and P5 (Walker et al. 2006). In the P14-treated rats, the resulting reduction in circulating cytokine production is probably directly responsible for reduced activation in PGE$_2$-catalysing COX-2 that is seen in the brain after LPS (Boisse et al. 2004).

Consideration was given to the possibility that this dampening of the response to LPS could be due to altered negative feedback by corticosterone. Glucocorticoids are known to modify cytokine expression, chiefly via their actions on NFκB activity (Conti et al. 2004; Turrin and Rivest 2004), and have previously been shown to be altered by postnatal immune challenge, albeit under different conditions (Shanks et al. 1995, 2000), making them good candidates for underlying altered cytokine expression and febrile responses. In support of this hypothesis, we observed that the corticosterone elevation within the first hour after the second, adult treatment of LPS is strongly enhanced in postnatally LPS-treated rats. Furthermore, removal of this corticosterone response by adrenalectomy or by the glucocorticoid receptor antagonist RU-486, completely restores
normal febrile responses and plasma cytokine concentrations (Ellis et al. 2005). Therefore, the role of increased corticosterone during adults’ response to LPS appears as the essential mediator of the attenuated febrile response in adulthood. The mechanisms underlying this amplified corticosterone response to LPS are currently under investigation. Possible candidates include alterations in TLR4 and/or changes in neurally mediated corticosterone feedback. Figure 1B summarizes the collective findings and the known mechanisms by which neonatal LPS at P14 alters adult febrile responses. Interestingly, the Fischer 344 rats, that also show reduced febrile responses in adulthood after neonatal LPS at P3 and P5, did not show this early corticosterone surge. In these experiments, however, the first measurements were not made until 90 min post-LPS raising the possibility that the time at which the samples were collected may have been after the peak response had occurred (Walker et al. 2006).

Although the precise mechanisms of how postnatal programming occurs is unknown, some have hypothesized that long-term changes in physiological responses are governed through epigenetic modifications (Meaney and Szyf 2005a, 2005b; Meaney et al. 2007). Epigenetic information can be conveyed through an interaction between heritable patterns of DNA methylation and chromatin structure (Rakyan et al. 2001). Specific patterns of methylation are established in early development and are propagated during DNA replication by DNA-methyltransferase enzymes. Epigenetic modification can cause changes in gene expression mediated by DNA methylation or histone acetylation which promotes gene silencing by affecting chromatin structure. To our knowledge, no studies have been conducted that explore the role of methylation in programming of the neuroimmune response, despite the evidence that genes coding for COX-2 and TLR4 can exhibit epigenetic regulation (Akhtar et al. 2001; Zampetaki et al. 2006). Future studies should investigate if such epigenetic alterations occur after LPS injection during early development.

Complimentary aspects of postnatal programming

Developmental windows

As indicated above, an attenuated febrile response to LPS injection in adulthood happens with a single 100μg/kg exposure to LPS only if LPS exposure occurs between P14 and P21. Although we have not tested extensively outside of this window (P7 and P28), changes in COX-2 induction, at least, show a similar LPS-induced sensitivity window, and we are assuming that the changes in cytokine levels, and corticosterone secretion will also (Spencer et al. 2006c). In a test of this assumption, Walker and colleagues gave similar doses of LPS to Fischer rats on P3 and P5. In adulthood, despite similar reduced fevers, there were no changes in major circulating pro-inflammatory cytokines or in concentrations of plasma corticosterone (Walker et al. 2006). Thus, it is apparent that exposure to LPS at this earlier developmental age (or possibly in this different strain of rats) has very different effects, and the mechanisms are still obscure. In other species, such as newborn lambs, there is a short period immediately after birth when no fevers are observed despite competent thermoregulatory capabilities (Pittman et al. 1973, 1974). There are also substantial alterations in the innate immune response in dams during late gestation (reviewed by Spencer et al. 2008) that may have implications for both prenatal and immediate postnatal responses in the offspring. Likewise, it has been shown that administration of LPS to pregnant dams can produce both sex-dependant and age-dependent changes in innate immune function in the offspring (Hodyl et al. 2007). It will be important to more clearly define the innate immune status of the prenatal and postnatal animal to further our understanding of the various developmental windows that exist.

Viral pyrogens

It could be argued that, particularly in the developed world, viral infectious diseases are more prevalent than are bacterial diseases. Is there similar programming in response to viruses? We have asked this question using the TLR3 ligand PolyI:C (Ellis et al. 2006). As seen with LPS, PolyI:C treatment at P14 was associated with reduced fevers and with an exaggerated corticosterone response to PolyI:C in adulthood. An equally interesting question is whether or not the postnatal animal treated with a viral mimic will show an altered response to LPS as an adult. In contrast to what was seen with the homotypic challenge (LPS-LPS or PolyI:C-PolyI:C), there was no crossover between the two different TLR activators. That is, P14 PolyI:C, followed by adult LPS (and vice versa) neither attenuated fever nor altered the circulating-corticosterone response in the adult. These findings highlight the specificity of the programming capacity of early-life immune stimulation and suggest that these long-lasting changes to fever and corticosterone secretion may be tied to the individual TLR being activated.
Still, the curious part of the story is that most downstream signaling pathways between TLR3 and TLR4 are similar (Beutler 2004).

Related host-defense responses

Fever is not the only host-defense response activated by LPS. Other responses include sickness behaviors associated with hyperalgesia, anhedonia, social withdrawal, anorexia, amnesia, and inactivity (Hart 1988; Konsman et al. 2002). Similar to the profound alterations in pro-inflammatory cytokine and febrile responses, the hyperalgesia and induction of spinal cord COX-2 seen after LPS was also attenuated (Boisse et al. 2005). Interestingly, some other responses were affected much less. Adults rats with a history of LPS treatment at P14 displayed similar reductions in locomotion (Boisse et al. 2004) and anorexia (Spencer et al. 2007b) compared to saline controls after injection of LPS. Similarly, postnatal LPS causes only subtle differences in various aspects of learning and memory in adulthood, under basal conditions (Spencer et al. 2005; Harre et al. 2008). However, using a somewhat different model in which young rats (P4) are given a live E. coli infection, Bilbo and colleagues observed that, whereas basal memory indices were unchanged, LPS–induced impairment of memory in adulthood was greater in rats that were exposed neonatally to E. coli infection (Bilbo et al. 2005a, 2005b, 2006). Thus it appears that the programming effect is not apparent in the noninflamed adult, but rather in response to a subsequent neuroimmune exposure.

Similar neonatal inflammation paradigms have also demonstrated a variety of long-term alterations in the acquired immune response including increased periodontal disease (Breivik et al. 2002), increased tumor colonization, impaired activity of natural killer cells, and antigen-stimulated production of antibodies (Hodgson et al. 2001; Hodgson and Knott 2002; Walker et al. 2009). Neonatal inflammatory processes can also suppress allergic responses to environmental allergens (Wang and McCusker 2006) and increase resistance to adjuvant-induced arthritis (Shanks et al. 2000), despite minimal changes to T helper cell activity (Walker et al. 2009) in adulthood. In summary, the diversity of permanent changes caused by postnatal infections and inflammatory processes is great, yet the understanding of the underlying mechanisms is poor and creates difficulty in translating these experimental findings to clinical relevance.

Implications

Given that the febrile response is thought to synergize with other aspects of host-defense to confer survival value, one might anticipate that postnatally exposed rats would show greater morbidity and mortality in response to a live bacterial infection in adulthood. This remains to be tested. However, postnatal LPS may lead to permanent alterations in the ability to combat some disorders with inflammatory components. For instance, postnatal LPS leads to a strong exacerbation of colonic damage and weight loss in a model of ulcerative colitis (Spencer et al. 2007a). Although the mechanisms for this are as yet unknown, they appear to involve altered TNFα production and it is possible that altered TLR4 expression in the gut may exacerbate responses to inflammatory challenges.

Another disorder with a large inflammatory component is cerebral ischaemia. Although the underlying pathophysiology is uncertain, concurrent inflammation in both the brain and periphery generally exacerbates damage following cerebral ischaemia (Spencer et al. 2007c; Thornhill and Asselin 1998). We therefore hypothesized that there should be less damage after cerebral ischaemia in animals postnatally treated with LPS if their inflammatory responses are dampened. This did not prove to be the case (Spencer et al. 2006a). In fact cell loss in some areas of the brain was increased. It is possible that postnatal LPS had effects on the brain that are independent from its effects on innate immunity and glucocorticoid responses. For example, postnatal immune challenge may affect neuronal excitability (Galic et al. 2008), which may be manifest as increased susceptibility to insults such as ischaemia. In support of this, mRNA of some of the excitatory glutamate receptor subunits are expressed differently in postnatally LPS-treated rats (Harre et al. 2008). It is important to note that these changes can be very specific, and not all systems are equally affected by postnatal challenge with LPS.

In conclusion, a variety of challenges to the immune system during development can exert powerful long-lasting effects that are deserving of further attention. Unraveling the mechanisms that mediate immunologically sensitive developmental periods that allow for programming of adults’ responses will permit prediction as well as the possibility for intervention. The ubiquitous nature of microbes in the environment and their capacity for pathogenicity emphasizes the need to recognize whether an organism is less capable of surviving or
combatting an infection due to some ostensibly benign perinatal immune challenge.
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